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At St. Matthew's the third and known to be the most productive term for any school, tuition 
was disrupted. We're all aware that the St. Matthews is a public school, which is qualified 
as a no fee school, meaning the school depends entirely on funding from the government. 
The school coffers have been dry since the beginning of the year, which made it difficult to 
run the school properly. Various school activities that build a learner apart from the 
academics, these activities include sports events, debate events and entertainment 
which involves the modelling pagents, have not occurred in the school and when learners 
ask the representative council of learners to enquire from our superiors, they simple say 
there are no funds in the school.

Important as the other aspects of learning might have been, things became crucial when 
things like chalk was unavailable, paper for photocopying, Ink etc. this raised red flags & 
concern because in the true sense which school can function in an appropriate manner, 
produce good results if the learning and teaching process if facing financial difficulties

The SGB, decided to inform the parents, who then collectively came up with the decision 
to close the school on the 12th September 2016, a delegation was sent to the D.O.E, 
meanwhile learners showed their frustration by blocking the road, singing, holding a mini 
protest. The government replied on the same day with a written commitment assuring the 
school with funds on the 22/09/2016. We're still waiting.

It saddens me that till this day, that protests are the only language the government 
understands& only then when a whole day of learning was disturbed will they respond.

I believe that even though there were delays & disturbances the school will rise above all 
this and produce excellent results at the end of the year because as our motto states 
“JONGA PHAMBILI UZINGISE” we'll rise because rising is the only choice we have after 
falling.

L.R.C president 
Gladile Zikhona
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Learners take a stand for their Education

On the 12th of September 2016, the staff of St. Matthew's high school called a parents meeting where hearsay 
was that “If you arrive without your parents, you will not be permitted in school premises.” This of course was 
not true because the school gate was closed and no one, not even the staff entered. Everyone including 
parents, teachers and learners were outside the school premises. Learners were completely confused about 
the incident because they thought the meeting was about their performances but here was a meeting held 
about school funds at the beginning of the term and it loaming effect.

After a lengthy conclusion with SGB, learners were asked to get closer to where the teachers were standing. It 
was announced that there would be no school because department did not want to listen to the school's 
complaints about stationary to continue with the September tests and if the department did not respond, the 
SGB would be left with no other choice than to strike. Of course teachers did not strike but left that decision. 
The learners did not even take time and decied that they would protest alongside their parents. 

It was amazing to see such experience whereby learners took over the reigns and performed really well. It was 
like a usual strike with burning tyres whilst cars and trucks were sent away and though there were acts of 
violence just like any other strike. The strike continued for hours until the hailstorm disrupted everything had to 
come to a complete end. Everyone rushed away to set shelter and also to wait for their transports.

Feedback of what the department has to say about this hasn't truly been verified because loyal informants 
have been found so all that is said about department is hearsay and we would not like to follow up on that, 
would we? Also the strike has turned out to be a success because I'Solezwe and Daily Dispatch press were 
present to publicise the event. We are still waiting for department to respond and we hope that sooner our 
complaints will be heard.

By: Liselihle Majola



Young Academics Club(YAC) a helping hand to other learners

As members of the Young Academics Club we are proud to say that we have made a positive 
impact in the lives of our fellow St Matthews learners. 

This year we increased the number of our facilitators because we felt as if there were too many 
learners to be assisted. Now we have 15 facilitators in both GET and FET and that has 
increased the pass rate of our school. Not only has it helped the learners but has also helped us 
improve our facilitating skills and sharing information with others for a good cause

By: Zenande Makehle
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Amahlathi Literacy Day Debate 2016

What went on, on the 22nd of September was the most nerve wrecking. Yes at first we didn't 
think it would be a successful day we motivated ourselves and travelled hope that all prayers 
and hard research would be into work. Debate, debate, debate one word which gave us a lot of 
nerves, the thought of traveling to another place fighting to become champion was what was 
happening.

What mostly made us feel like how we felt; it was because we doubted ourselves that we were 
not capable of so much. We felt that of what our previous seniors had done, the standard they 
have raised, we would not cope with but as we started that prayer and hard work did it all. 
Sometimes being part of a school that has so much history of adequate achievements isn't good 
in such a way that we never saw ourselves fit enough to have an impact in its sterling work.
By: SaintsDebate.org. 

We all know that getting on stage isn't a child's play speaking in front of a crowd and being 
listened to, isn't easy. Fortunately enough our speaker were comfortable in the most 
uncomfortable point of juncture. Saint Matthew's High School, we made it and brought home 
victoriously a second prize. Shocking right? Yes we might have came 2nd but atleast we worked 
for it, we earned it. Hence we say it was EXTREMELY EXQUISITE.
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Debate And Drama Competition - THEME: Booze NOT for learners

On the 18th day of August 2016, St Matthew's High School in conjunction with the Eastern Cape Liquor Board 
(ECLB) hosted a debate and drama competition for learners from grade 10 and grade 12.We had visitors from 
stakeholders, departments and educators from the eight (8) schools who were part of the competition. 

 The results were as follow:
In the debate competition Ligani High School emerged first, followed by Luxolo High School, and in third place 
came Rhabule High School.

Our debate team worked at their best for the competition but unfortunately didn't make it. The team said it will 
work harder in their next competition since this was their first attempt.

In the drama competition our school, St Matthew's High School took the first prize, followed by Mthwaku Junior, 
and third place went to Luxolo High School.

My experience in the competition taught me that every individual performance isn't about “who”, but a whole. 
Anyone who has ever watched a football game knows that a coin has two sides. Anyone who has ever had a 
heated argument with a teenager knows that the sword is sharp on both edges.

Thanks to our judges who had powerful skills and the ability to see issues from both sides. The Eastern Cape 
Liquor Board, Mr Adabla, Ms Damoyi, Mr Mbambo and more specially the learners who made this competition 
a success to them we say Kudo.
 
By: Dayile Zimikhitha 
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The Bronze Adventurous Journey

In life we have many challenges that we have to overcome. That's how life operates; it gives you challenges 
that cannot overpower you if you are willing to fight for what you believe in. Life is like a rollercoaster.

On Saturday 3rd September 2016, we went on an adventurous journey which helped us as the bronze learners 
at St Matthew's high school to realise that all the training we did was not just for fun but that we were going to 
benefit from it because it helped us through the 15 kilometres we walked on Saturday carrying our camping 
bags which were heavy with our needs on the journey.

The first time we ever climbed a mountain may not be the same as other times the training we did was preparing 
us for the hiking to the final destination, all the hard work and effort we put through the training payed off that 
day. We worked ourselves off and when we finally got there everyone was happy the way from school carrying 
those camping bags was no child's play but all in all the singing on the way also helped us to believe in 
ourselves more than ever and never to give on life because there are many obstacles in life that you face, 
bridges that you have to cross and mountains that you have to climb.

Most people would have given up but we fought through the heat and rain, many people on the way thought we 
would give up because we aren't fit enough for such a journey but we proved them wrong because with God on 
your side nothing is impossible .Many might not believe in you but if you believe in God and yourself, you don't 
have to worry about others.

All in all, Adventurous journey is all about life. It simply shows how life is and how long it is. Climbing a mountain 
is difficult all it need is just to believe in yourself and turn the curved paths which are included. Life is 
complicated but that does not mean you have to give up it deserves time to combine everything together.

Wise words, to reach your destination or to climb a mountain. ”Don't miss any steps in life because mountains 
and hills won't give you a comfortable landing. Always focus and conquer your fears”. Everything went 
awesome the hiking was challenging but we overcome the challenge it was long and difficult, but the 
president's award taught us about life. The journey begins here. Figure out your life and move on.  
 
 We also thank Mr Lwazi Mbambo, Mr Chumani Mxothwa, the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery, 
Sifunda Kunye for providing us with food and encouraging us to do the program. We would also like to thank the 
President's Award office and St Andrews for providing us with sleeping and camping bags not forgetting the 
students from St Chads which is in England for supporting us with our journey lastly our school for giving us the 
opportunity to have a President's award in our school. 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH WE APPRECIATED EVERYTHING YOU'VE DONE FOR US.

#FORWARD _EVER_BACKWARD_NEVER. 
 
By: St. Matthews Bronze Team
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Sifunda Kunye Writting Camp 2016

Hello friends, this is Liselihle Majola reporting on the most wonderful time I had at the SK writing Camp at 
Richard Varha Senior Secondary School in Dimbaza. 

Boy! It was a blast meeting our fellow campers again and our facilitators. We had new facilitators this past 
camp, Tar Tulz , DJ B.I.G , Sis Sanga ,Simisa and Onela. Ta Tulz, DJ B.I.G and Sis Sanga were the elder 
facilitators whilst Simisa and Onela were the younger ones. Like the first camp this year , we had 3 days where 
we did our work but we were divided into 3 groups. All was good and we did not suffer any hiccups. I would've 
loved to tell you all that happened but my fellow campers made a rule “What happens at the camps, stays at the 
camp”.

I can give a sneak peak of what we did in our writing times. So we were given poems and short stories to write 
based on heritage. I had one poem (isiXhosa) for heritage and English for freestyle, a xhosa story for my short 
stories and the English for freestyle. When we had breakaway sessions intending that we had to stretch, we 
would head outside and play. It was very funny to see that Sis Mihlali and Tar Lux aren't very good dancers they 
have two left feet. My favourite part of the camp is when we had the Group Poetry Jam Competition whose 
groups had to go together and present their expressions on our theme which was of course Heritage. My 
favourite Group 2's with Bhuti Asanda and Tar Tulz as facilitators. A pity that my group didn't win but we're 
winners anyway.

What I learned at the camp was that when you write, your words are forever written on the heart, mind and soul 
of other because you can change a generation and that it doesn't take an educated person to change the world 
but an educated person with love and passion. Being at the camp inspired me to think about life and it's daily 
memories and to treasure each breath taking moment. It was not nice when we had to say our goodbyes and 
depart but remember, goodbyes doesn't mean forever.
 
By: Liselihle Majola
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Name_________________ Date__________
 
Fill in the missing letters. 
1. l a ___ ___ o 
2. b r ___ n ____ 
3. c ___ i l ___ 
4. h ___ r s ___ 
5. c h ___ ___ s 
6. c ___ c t ___ s 
7. b___ n d ___ n ___ 
8. b u ___ ____ 
9. s p ___ ___ s 
10. b ___ ___ t s 
11. c a ___ ___ l e 
12. l ___ n g h ___ r n 

TIP:
bandana, cattle, bull, chaps, boots, lasso, 

longhorn, spurs, cactus, bronco, horse, chili. 

JOKE

Omnye Umfo wathi engena emzini wathi waku hlala phantsi wafudumezelwa 
ukutya kwi Microwave wabona iPlate ijikeleza kwiMicrowave wathi xa ekunikwa 
oko kutya wathi akakufuni ukutya okune syezi yena………………….. 
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St. Matthews High School Contact Details

St. Matthews H/School
P.O. Box 5

St. Matthews.
5680

 Tel | +27 (0)40 658 8161
Fax | +27 (0)40 658 8161

e-Mail | info@stmatthewshighschool.com 
  Web | www.stmatthewshighschool.com 

St. Matthews High School Vision & Mission

VISION

To become a High School of excellence in the fields of Culture, Mathematics Science and Technology and also to 
help all children realize their dreams and to develop to their maximum potential.

MISSION
¨
Ÿ To graduate independent, critical and forward thinking intellectuals.
Ÿ Grounded in culture, ethics and family values.
Ÿ Equipped with life-long and practical skills.
Ÿ Be capable of making positive contribution to their community and to the nation.

Jonga Phambili Uzingise

SM
18 55
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